Abstract. Studying the role played by evolution and learning in adaptive behavior is a very important topic in artificial life research. This paper investigates the interplay between learning and evolution when agents have to solve several different tasks, as it is the case for real organisms but typically not for artificial agents. Recently, an important thread of research in machine learning and developmental robotics has begun to investigate how agents can solve different tasks by composing general skills acquired on the basis of internal motivations. This work presents a hierarchical, neural-network, actor-critic architecture designed for implementing this kind of intrinsically motivated reinforcement learning in real robots. We compare the results of several experiments in which the various components of the architecture are either trained during lifetime or evolved through a genetic algorithm. The most important results show that systems using both evolution and learning outperform systems using either one of the two, and that, among the former, systems evolving internal reinforcers for learning building-block skills have a higher evolvability than those directly evolving the related behaviors.
Introduction 1
One important area of investigation of Artificial Life concerns the relationships existing between evolution and learning, the two key mechanisms that generate adaptive behavior in real organisms [1] . The synthetic approach of Artificial Life is an invaluable tool for investigating such a topic given the difficulties of collecting relevant empirical evidence related to it [2] . This approach already highlighted several important aspects of the relationship (for a review, see [3] ), for example the fact that learning can guide evolutionary search [4] and that evolution can discover good starting conditions which can in turn facilitate learning processes during lifetime [5] .
One of the most important distinctions between the two adaptive mechanisms is the time scale within which they operate [1] . In this respect, evolution has the advantage of producing various aspects of behavior 'readily available' at birth, but with the cost that it can 'track' environmental changes only if they take place at a time scale longer than the individuals' life length. On the contrary, learning has the cost of causing inefficient behavior during the first phases of life but it allows tracking environmental changes within an individual's life span. Because of these time-scale differences, the models proposed so far, which typically used neural networks as agents' control systems, assigned to evolution the role of developing the 'general aspects' of learning systems, for example their overall architecture [6] , the learning rules [7] [8], the parameters regulating learning [9] , and the initial connection weights [2] [5], whereas they assigned to learning processes the role of updating connection weights during individuals' life. In this respect, a relevant novelty of this paper is that it proposes a reinforcement-learning system in which evolution develops some components of the system while learning uses these innate components to guide the training of the other components. The only work which carried out a study related to this issue is the pioneering work of Ackley and Littman [2] . In this work, the authors had a genetic algorithm evolving both an actor and an evaluator network, where the former was also trained during individual lifetime through a reinforcement learning algorithm on the basis of the evaluations of the latter. However, the main focus of that work was on the Baldwin effect. In contrast, the present work proposes a new hierarchical neural network architecture which learns to solve several different tasks by combining general skills acquired during an 'infancy' period. Hence, the most important novelty of the present work consists in studying the relationship between evolution and learning in the case in which learning has a twofold nature, and takes place on the basis of both external and internal rewards. This second point is directly related to a recent trend of research in the study of learning in artificial systems.
This new trend of research is inspired by the acknowledgement that when faced with new problems, organisms do not need to create solutions from scratch on the basis of low-level sensorimotor primitives but they can focus on composing and modifying previously developed general skills. Consequently, researchers in both machine learning [10] [11] and developmental robotics [12] [13] [14] started to investigate systems with a twofold learning process. These systems acquire general skills on the basis of internal motivations (such as the drives to be exposed to novel/surprising/salient events), and then use these skills as building blocks to assemble more complex behaviors on the basis of 'external' rewards (e.g. pleasure for eating and reproducing). This twofold process seems to play a fundamental role in the flexibility of behaviors exhibited by real organisms, especially the most sophisticated ones, like humans and primates in general [15] [16] . Of course, understanding these processes is not only scientifically relevant but it is also one of the most important current goals of developmental robotics and machine learning, as it would allow building artificial intelligence systems having a flexibility and autonomy comparable to those of real organisms.
One of the most interesting machine learning proposals that encompass this insights, and that inspired the present work, is Intrinsically Motivated Reinforcement Learning (IMRL) [11] [17] . The architecture used in IMRL is based on machine learning theory of 'options' [18] . Basically, options are sub-routines which can be invoked as any other primitive action, and include a set of initiation states where the option can be invoked, a termination condition, a policy mapping states to actions' probabilities and, within the IMRL framework, an option model which maps initiation states to the probabilities of terminating the option in any other state. New options are created each time the system experiences a novel 'salient event'. A key point is that the system uses the prediction error of the option model as an internal reward to decide which option to invoke: the effect is that until the ability to produce the associated 'salient event' is not refined, an option continues to generate internal rewards and hence to be selected and trained (for a more detailed account of IMRL, see [17] ).
The present paper (see also [19] ) proposes a two-level hierarchical reinforcementlearning actor-critic architecture that represents a first attempt to solve two important drawbacks of the current implementation of the IMRL architecture: (a) the assumption of abstract representations of states and actions (e.g. grid-world environments and discrete actions), and (b) the fact that 'salient events' guiding options' formation and training must be hardwired by the programmer. The architecture tackles the problem (a) by using neural networks as components of the learning system which controls the behavior of a simulated robot, and tackles problem (b) by using a genetic algorithm to evolve neural 'reinforcers' that allow the system to autonomously associate a level of saliency to experienced states (see [14] for another solution to the same problems).
Using this hierarchical architecture, this research investigates the possible roles that evolution and learning can play when learning processes have the aforementioned twofold nature. In particular, it compares the performance (in terms of evolvability, learning speed, and maximal performance) of different versions of the system in which its two main components are either evolved or trained during life: the 'experts', which form the lower-level of the system's hierarchical architecture, and the 'selector', which forms its higher-level. The next section describes the proposed architecture, the task, the simulated robot, and the experimental conditions of the tests. Section 3 reports the results, while section 4 discusses the results and the limits of the present work and, on the basis of these, some possible directions for future research.
Simulated Robot, Task and Neural Network Architecture
The simulated robot is a mobile 'wheelchair' robot with a 30 cm diameter and a camera pointed towards a portion of the ground located just in front of the robot (24×8 cm). The robot perceives the ground using a grid of 6×2 sampling points associated with color-specific RGB receptors (so the system's input is a 'retina' formed by a 12×3 = 36 binary values). The robot's motor system is driven by setting the orientation variation within [-30 , +30] degrees and the translation speed within [0, 2] cm. The environment is a square arena with a regularly textured floor (Fig. 1) . Four different experimental conditions differing with respect to which parts of the system were evolved or trained were studied. We first illustrate the most complex experimental condition and then we explain the other conditions as variations to the former. The robot's life is divided into two phases: 'childhood' and 'adulthood'. During childhood, the robot learns a set of basic sensorimotor skills based on intrinsic motivations. During adulthood, the robot learns to combine the acquired skills in order to accomplish six rewarded tasks ( Fig. 1) : in each task the robot has to reach a given target location starting from a particular position, and every time it reaches the target it receives one unit of reward and is set back to the starting position.
The controller of the robot (Fig. 2) is a hierarchical modular neural network formed by a 'selector' and three 'experts' (the quality of results did not change in tests with a higher number of experts). The selector and each experts are neural network implementations of the actor-critic reinforcement-learning model [21] , which is known to have a high biological plausibility [20] [22] [23] [24] . Each expert is formed by three components: (a) a reinforcer: a perceptron mapping the retinal input to a [-1, 1] sigmoid unit encoding the internal reward for that expert (reinforcers are evolved, see below); (b) an actor: a perceptron mapping the retinal input to two sigmoid units; the activation of these units sets the centre of a Gaussian function which is used to generate noisy commands issued to the motor system: the first unit sets the orientation variation of the robot, the second unit sets its translation (initial standard deviation = 0.3; noise is linearly reduced to zero during childhood); (c) critic: this is based on an evaluator, a perceptron that maps retinal input to one linear output unit encoding the expert's evaluations of states; these evaluations, together with the reward produced by the expert's reinforcer, are used to compute the surprise of the expert's critic in a standard way [21] . The selector is formed by two components: (a) selector's actor: a perceptron that maps the retinal input to three sigmoid output units; at each time step, the activations of these units, each corresponding to an expert, are used as pseudoprobabilities to select the expert that takes control of the motor system and (during childhood) learns; (b) selector's critic: analogous to the experts' critics, it uses as its reward signal either external rewards or the surprise of the expert which currently has the control (see below).
During childhood, at each time step the selector selects the expert that has the control. The selected expert: (a) selects and execute an action; (b) trains its evaluator as in standard function-approximation actor-critic models [21] , but on the basis of the internal rewards delivered by its own reinforcer (discount factor = 0.99); (c) trains the actor as in [24] : if surprise is positive, the output units' activations are 'moved' (with a delta rule) towards the (Gaussian noisy) values corresponding to the executed action, whereas if surprise is negative the output units' activations are moved in the opposite direction (learning rate of evaluator and actor = 0.01). On the other hand, in order to train its own actor and evaluator, the selector uses the surprise of the selected expert as its (internal) reward signal. As the surprise of an actor-critic system is a good indicator of its learning progress, during this phase the selector learns to give the control to the expert which is learning at the maximum rate. Note that as surprise needs two succeeding evaluations to be computed, learning occurs only when the same expert is selected for at least two contiguous time steps.
During adulthood experts are not trained, whereas the selector is trained as in childhood, but this time not on the basis of expert's surprises, but rather on the basis of the task-related extrinsic rewards. During adulthood the selector's weights are reset before tackling each task in order to avoid interference between different tasks.
The genetic algorithm uses a population of 50 individuals, encoding connection weights as real variables (with initial random values in [-1.0, +1.0]), evolved for 100 generations. The duration of childhood is 150,000 time steps, while the duration of adulthood is 600,000. The fitness is computed as the number of times that the robot reaches the target divided by the theoretical maximum achievable if the robot followed the straight lines indicated in Fig. 1 at maximum speed. At the end of each generation the best 10 individuals are selected and generate 5 offspring each. Each weight of the offspring is mutated with a probability of 10% by adding to it a random value uniformly drawn in [-1.0, +1.0]. Four different experiments were run with the following conditions: 1. Learning Experts, Learning Selector (LE-LS). This is the condition just described, in which individuals' genome encodes only the connection weights of the three experts' reinforcers.
Evolved Experts, Learning Selector (EE-LS). In this condition experts' actors
are encoded in the genome and evolved (hence there is no childhood), while the selector is trained during adulthood as described above.
Evolved Experts, Evolved Selector (EE-ES). In this condition the actors of
both the experts and the selector are evolved, and no learning takes place. 4. Single Learning Expert (SLE). In this condition no evolution takes place, and a simple expert is used to directly tackle each of the six adult tasks on the basis of only extrinsic rewards (weights were reset at the beginning of each task to avoid interferences between different tasks).
Results
Direct observation of the behavior of the evolved individuals indicates that organisms endowed with the hierarchical architecture we have presented (that is those of all but the SLE condition) tend to solve their tasks in the following way. Experts tend to specialize for following one color each, while the selector tend to compose experts' basic skills so to navigate on the colored lines and then choose the most appropriate direction at each junction (for a more detailed analysis, see [19] ). This is particularly true for organisms of conditions LE-LS and EE-LS, that is the conditions in which the selector can learn during life how to make the best possible use of the experts' skills. In order to compare the results of the four conditions, we present three kinds of statistics, which are meant to assess different properties of the various systems: (a) fitness of the best individuals along generations reveals systems' evolvability; (b) performance throughout a long learning period reveals systems' learning speed; (c) performance after a long period of learning reveals systems' steady-state ability. Fig. 3a reports the fitness of the best individuals along 100 generations for the three conditions involving evolution: LE-LS, EE-LS and EE-ES. The most striking result is that the condition LE-LS is clearly far more evolvable than the other two conditions: it requires about an order of magnitude less generations than the other two to reach a steady state performance (about 10 vs. about 100). Moreover, the LE-LS condition has a higher reliability in different evolutionary runs (note the much smaller standard deviation in the graph). On the other side, EE-LS achieves a higher final fitness with respect to LE-LS. This happens because in the EE-LS condition, evolution is able to find highly accurate and reliable experts (data not reported), whereas the learning of the experts during childhood is always noisy, and results in the acquisition of sub-optimal basic skills. However, this limit might be reduced or even overcome by prolonging the rather short childhood phase used here and/or by optimizing the experts' learning parameters like learning rate and discount factor. Another remarkable result is that the EE-ES condition produces individuals with a quite high fitness, at the same level of the LE-LS condition (consider that in the EE-ES condition the selector is evolved, and hence robots in this condition must find a single solution for all the six different tasks). This is due to the well-known remarkable ability of evolutionary searches to find very 'smart' solution to difficult problems [25] . In particular, evolved organisms of the EE-ES condition typically produce a stereotyped behavior such that the robot follows a circular path at maximum speed which includes most of the target positions: in this way, some tasks are accomplished very efficiently, other with a reasonable efficiency, while other targets are never reached at all. This fact, together with the fact that the behavior of these robots is completely inherited, and hence fully developed from birth, explains the quite good performance reached by this condition. Fig. 3b shows the learning curves of the three conditions involving learning: LE-LS, EE-LS and SLE over 1,000,000 cycles (for each task). The most important result is that the compositional strategies (LE-LS and EE-LS) clearly outperform the 'monolithic' strategy (SLE) in terms of learning speed. On the other hand, EE-LS and SLE outperform LE-LS in terms of final performance. In the same vein as the result on fitness discussed above, this is explained by the fact that EE-LS can evolve highly reliable experts, SLE can train its only expert during a very long period of test (1,000,000 cycles), whereas LE-LS can only sub-optimally train its three experts during the relatively short childhood phase (150,000 cycles). Finally, the higher fitness of EE-LS with respect to SLE is due to the fact that the former can solve its tasks by efficiently combining useful low-level skills rather than by relying on one single actor. Fig. 3c shows the steady state level of performance achieved in all the four conditions at the end of learning: these tests allow to compare final performance independently from the time spent to acquire behavior. The results show that EE-ES has the lowest performance as it pays the costs of its rigid behavior. LE-LS has a performance lower than EE-LS and SLE because of the mentioned difficulty to optimize the experts in the short childhood phase. Finally, EE-LS slightly outperforms SLE because of the higher mentioned efficiency of the compositional strategy that can rely upon specialized experts.
Discussion and Future Work
This paper investigated the role played by evolution and learning in adaptive behavior when learning processes during life take place in two stages, one where the systems acquire flexible sensorimotor skills on the basis of intrinsic motivations (as a general drive to explore) and a second one where those skills are assembled to accomplish tasks that directly increase fitness (e.g., allow eating) on the basis of extrinsic rewards (e.g. pleasure from food). To this purpose, we used a reinforcement-learning hierarchical neural-network architecture as the control system of a simulated robot and we evaluated the effects of applying either evolution or learning to the various components of the system.
The results highlighted various interesting phenomena related to the relative strengths and limits of evolution and learning, and to their complementary roles in producing adaptive behavior. First of all, the they clearly confirmed previous seminal works (see [1] [3]) indicating that evolution alone has the limit of producing rigid behaviors whereas learning alone has the limit of exposing organisms to long periods of non-adaptive behavior. On the contrary, systems that build up adaptive behavior on the basis of both evolution and learning tend to have both the flexibility and fast adaptation advantages provided by the two adaptive processes. With respect to the behavioral flexibility provided by learning, one should also consider that in the learning tests done in this paper robots were tested with the same tasks used during evolution. The advantages provided by learning would surely be much stronger if the systems were tested with tasks which have never been encountered during evolution: this might be a subject of investigation in future work.
A novel interesting finding of this work is that within 'mixed' systems, which rely on both evolution and learning, developing innate low-level behaviors in the course of evolution might allow achieving a higher performance. This is in line with the presence of a few but important innate behaviors even in the most complex species such as primates. These are typically behaviors which are very directly related to fitness (like the behaviors implemented by the experts of our system) and for which a ready availability at birth is very important (examples of these are the motor reflexes or basic behaviors related to feeding such as salivation and babies' suction reflex).
On the other hand, our simulations clearly demonstrate that evolving general criteria (reinforcers) for guiding learning of building-block behaviors is much easier than directly evolving behaviors themselves. Furthermore, the entity of this effect in the experiments presented here is so big that it suggests that such result might be caused not only by a difference in search spaces for the two conditions (in our experiments reinforcers have half the weights of the actors) but also by the fact that, generally speaking, evolving 'goals' might be much easier than evolving the behaviors that satisfy them (a similar suggestion has also been made by [2] ). Future research should investigate more in detail why this is the case.
Furthermore, and most important, our experiments clearly show that the costs of learning, namely the need to acquire behavior from scratch at every generation, can be significantly diminished if agents have a hierarchical control system architecture like the one presented here. In this case, organisms which have to tackle several different tasks during their life can accomplish this by combining general low-level abilities which might be either genetically inherited or acquired during a childhood phase. Indeed, the system that learned each behavior from scratch took nearly four times to reach a performance comparable to that of systems exploiting compositional strategies. This result strongly supports the motivations behind the Intrinsically Motivated Reinforcement Learning framework.
Although interesting, these results are preliminary in many respects, and their limits suggest important problems for future research. First, several interesting conditions have not been explored yet, for example the conditions in which: (a) the genetic algorithm evolves neither the actors of the experts (as in the EE-LS), nor their reinforcers (as in the LE-LS), but rather their evaluators (cf. [2] ); (b) the whole hierarchical architecture is trained only on the basis of external task-related rewards; (c) learning and discount parameters are evolved; (d) not only expert's reinforcers, but also their number is evolved. Second, the present architecture might be improved under various respects: for example the selector, which is supposed to operate at a more abstract level with respect to experts, should not operate at the same time-scale and with the same input as them. Notwithstanding these limits, we think that the work presented here is a first important step in the investigation of the relationships existing between evolution and compositional learning processes.
